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We linearize the Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation for bosonic gases close to thermal equilibrium under the
assumption of a contact interaction characterized by a scattering length a. We show that the spectrum of
relaxation rates is similar to that of a classical hard-sphere gas. However, the relaxation rates show a significant
dependence on the fugacity z of the gas, increasing by as much as 60% of their classical value for z approach-
ing 1. The relaxation modes are also significantly altered at higher values of z. The relaxation rates and modes
are determined by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a Fredholm integral operator of the second kind. We
derive an analytical form for the kernel of this operator and present numerical results for the first few eigen-
values and eigenvectors.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Uehling-Uhlenbeck U-U equation 1, also known
as the Boltzmann-Nordheim equation 2, is a semiclassical
extension of the Boltzmann equation that accounts for the
identity of the particles. As a nonlinear integro-differential
equation, it admits a large variety of possible theoretical ap-
proaches. In this report, we concern ourselves with its behav-
ior when applied to systems which are spatially uniform and
close to thermal equilibrium. These restrictions allow us to
linearize the equation about an equilibrium distribution and
write it as an eigenvalue equation with a linear integral
collision operator.
In a spatially uniform system, the eigenvalues of the col-
lision operator are directly related to the rate of relaxation of
the velocity distribution to the equilibrium distribution. In
subsequent sections, we provide a full analysis of the linear-
ized U-U equation by computing its relaxation rates and re-
laxation modes and expressing the relaxation of the fluid in
terms of a spectral decomposition involving these rates and
modes. We derive analytical formulas as far as possible, and
then apply numerical methods to obtain the final results.
In Sec. II, we write the U-U equation in terms of dimen-
sionless quantities and extract a single constant  that gives
scale of the relaxation rates for a given type of gas. In Sec.
III, we linearize the equation and define the functions that
will be used to construct the linear integral operator. We then
discuss, in Sec. IV, how the angular dependence is integrated
out and how the eigenvalue equation is formed. In Sec. V we
discuss our method for converting the integral operator into a
finite matrix, and in Sec. VI we present plots of the numeri-
cal eigenvalues and eigenvectors. We end in Sec. VII with a
discussion of our results and comparisons to the classical
cases and other works on the U-U equation.
II. UEHLING-UHLENBECK EQUATION
We consider a dilute gas of bosons of mass m in free
space which interact pairwise via a contact potential of the
form Ur=U03r, where U0=42a /m,  is Planck’s
constant, and a is the s-wave scattering length 3. The ki-
netic equation that describes relaxation to thermodynamic
equilibrium of this boson gas above the condensation tem-
perature is the U-U equation which, for a spatially homoge-
neous gas, can be written as 4
df1t
dt
= −
U0
2
165 dk2dk3dk41 + 2 − 3 − 4
3k1 + k2 − k3 − k4f1tf2t1 + f3t + f4t
− 1 + f1t + f2tf3tf4t . 1
In Eq. 1, f it= fki , t is the phase-space density of par-
ticles with wave vector ki, and i=2ki
2 /2m is the kinetic
energy of a particle with wave vector ki. To complete the
statement of the problem, one must specify the distribution
function fk ,0 at some initial time t=0. This initial condi-
tion completely determines the distribution at all later times.
The U-U equation has five conserved quantities corre-
sponding to the five conserved quantities in a two-body col-
lision. These quantities are total particle number, total mo-
mentum, and total energy. Since the system is spatially
uniform, these conserved quantities are given by the particle
density n¯=dk / 23fk , t, the momentum density p¯
=dk / 23kfk , t, and the energy density ¯
=dk / 232k2 /2mfk , t. The quantities n¯, p¯, and ¯,
being conserved, are independent of the time t at which they
are evaluated. For convenience, we assume that a reference
frame has been chosen such that the momentum density p¯
of the gas is zero.
The stationary solutions of the U-U equation have the
form
f0k,z,T = z
e
2k2/2mkBT
− z
, 2
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, z
=e/kBT is the fugacity, and  is the chemical potential. The
solutions fk , t to Eq. 1 have the property limt→	 fk , t
= f0k ,z ,T. Since the conserved quantities are independent
of time, they can equally well be evaluated using the equi-
librium distribution function f0k ,z ,T. Doing this, we find
that n¯ and ¯ are related to z and T by
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n¯ =
1

T
3 Li3/2z , 3
¯ =
3
2
kBT

T
3 Li5/2z , 4
where

T =
h
	2mkBT
5
is the thermal wavelength and Lisz is the polylogarithm
function which is defined by
Lisz = 

j=1
	
zj
js . 6
When presented with an arbitrary initial distribution fk ,0
one would determine n¯ and ¯ and use Eqs. 3 and 4 to find
its fugacity and temperature.
We can write the U-U equation in dimensionless form if
we introduce the dimensionless velocity ci=  /	2mkBTki.
In terms of this quantity, the U-U equation 1 takes the form
df1t
dt
= −

2z
 dc2dc3dc4c12 + c22 − c32 − c42
3c1 + c2 − c3 − c4f1tf2t1 + f3t + f4t
− 1 + f1t + f2tf3tf4t , 7
where the rate constant  is given by
 =
32zkBT
h  a
T
2
. 8
A factor of z has been incorporated into  to give it the
proper behavior as z→0. Consideration of Eq. 3 shows that
n¯=z /
T
3 in the limit that z→0. A few algebraic manipula-
tions reveal that  is also equal to n¯v¯, where v¯
=	8kBT /m is the average particle speed and =8a2 is the
total cross section for low-energy scattering of two identical
bosons 3. A nearly identical rate constant is found in the
Boltzmann equation with =d2 for classical hard spheres
of diameter d 5.
The particular value of  will depend on experimental
conditions such as temperature, density, and type of particle.
If one knows the detailed properties of the system, the rate
constant  can be used to get a rough estimate for the relax-
ation rate. For example, if we consider sodium atoms in the
F=1, mF=−1 state 3 at a density of n¯=1011 cm−3 and a
temperature of T=200 K 6, we find that 0.093 s−1.
Alternatively, measurement of  by measuring the relaxation
rates could provide a way to obtain the scattering length a of
the interaction as done in 7.
III. LINEARIZATION OF THE UEHLING-UHLENBECK
EQUATION
The linearized U-U equation describes the relaxation of
the boson gas when it has been perturbed away from ther-
modynamic equilibrium, f0c=z / ec2 −z. We choose the
linearization scheme,
fc,t = f0c + f0c1 + f0cgc,t , 9
where gc , t is a small parameter that approaches zero as the
gas equilibrates and thus fc , t approaches f0c. Applying
this scheme to Eq. 7 and keeping only terms linear in
gc , t, we obtain the linearized U-U equation,
dg1t
dt
= −

2z
1
1 + f10 dc2dc3dc43c1 + c2 − c3 − c4
c1
2 + c2
2
− c3
2
− c4
2f201 + f301 + f40
g1t + g2t − g3t − g4t , 10
where f i0= f0ci and git=gci , t. In all expressions, the
classical Boltzmann limit can be obtained by considering
z→0. In this limit, f0c→ze−c2 and 1+ f0c→1. We have
also used the fact that 1+ f101+ f20f30f40= f10f201+ f301+ f40
to write Eq. 10 in a form where its classical limit is clearly
the linearized Boltzmann equation 8.
We can see by inspection that Eq. 10 admits five forms
of gc , t which result in dgc,tdt =0. These are gc , t1,
gc , tc2, and gc , t proportional to any of the three com-
ponents of c. These five functions represent the five con-
served quantities of the U-U equation. In Sec. IV, we will see
that each of these forms corresponds to an eigenfunction
with zero eigenvalue. We will also use knowledge of these
forms to obtain analytical expressions for the first two eigen-
functions.
Since the right side of Eq. 10 is linear in gc , t, it can be
written as a convolution of the function gc , t. Doing this,
we find that
dg1t
dt
= − Mc1g1t −

2z
1
1 + f10
 dc2f20Qc1,c2g2t − 2 dc3f30Sc1,c3g3t ,
11
where the kernels Q and S are given by
Qc1,c2 
2

 dc3dc43c1 + c2 − c3 − c4
c1
2 + c2
2
− c3
2
− c4
21 + f301 + f40 , 12
Sc1,c3 
1 + f30
f30
2

 dc2dc43c1 + c2 − c3 − c4
c1
2 + c2
2
− c3
2
− c4
2f201 + f40 , 13
and the function M is given by
Mc1 =
1
2z1 + f10
 dc2f20Qc1,c2 . 14
The particular form of the kernels Q and S have been chosen
so that they are symmetric in their two arguments and reduce
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to their classical expressions in the limit z→0. It is possible
to write these functions in closed form as
Qc1,c2 =
ec1
2+c2
2
ec1
2+c2
2
− z2
 2c1 + c2 ln ec1
2/2+c2
2/2+c1+c2c1−c2/2
− z
ec1
2/2+c2
2/2−c1+c2c1−c2/2
− z

− c1 − c2 , 15
Sc1,c2 =
1
zc1 − c2e−c1
2
− e−c2
2

ln e−c1  c22/c1 − c22 − ze−c22
e−c1  c2
2/c1 − c2
2
− ze−c1
2 . 16
The details of this derivation are outlined in Appendix A.
IV. EIGENVALUE EQUATION
The analogy between convolutions and matrix products
identifies Eq. 11 as an eigenvalue problem and the eigen-
values determine how quickly the velocity distribution of the
gas relaxes to thermal equilibrium. The properties of the ker-
nel determine the form of the eigenvalue spectrum.
Since the linearized Boltzmann equation for hard spheres
is a limiting case of Eq. 11, we expect that the spectrum of
the linearized U-U equation will have the same features as
the spectrum of the linearized Boltzmann equation 9,10.
Specifically, the first five eigenvalues of the linearized Bolt-
zmann equation are zero, representing the five conserved
quantities. The subsequent nonzero discrete eigenvalues in-
crease but are bounded from above by a limiting value. Be-
yond this limiting value there is a continuum of eigenvalues
with singular eigenfunctions. We expect to find five zero ei-
genvalues for the linearized U-U equation as well as a se-
quence of increasing eigenvalues that converge to a limiting
value.
A. Angular dependence
For the linearized Boltzmann equation, the nonzero eigen-
values must be determined numerically 8,11 and at the
same is true for the U-U equation. However, we do not need
to solve the entire problem numerically. In this section, we
convert Eq. 11 into a one-dimensional eigenvalue equation
by treating the angular dependence of gc , t analytically.
If we inspect the form of Eqs. 15 and 16, we see that
the functions Q and S can be written so that they only depend
on the magnitudes of c1 and c2 and the angle  between
them. Similarly, Eq. 14 only depends on the magnitude of
c1. These symmetries result in a decoupling of perturbations
with different angular dependences. We begin by expanding
the angular dependence of the function gc in terms of
spherical harmonics Yl
mcˆ,
gc,t = 

l=0
	


m=−l
l
gl,mc,tYl
mcˆ . 17
We also express the functions Q and S as expansions in terms
of spherical harmonics. For example,
Qc1,c2  

l
2l + 1
2
Qlc1,c2Plcos 
= 2

l
Qlc1,c2

m
Yl
mcˆ2Yl
mcˆ1 , 18
where Plcos  is a Legendre polynomial and the spherical
harmonic addition theorem has been used to obtain the last
equality. Equation 18 defines the function Qlc1 ,c2. Writ-
ten explicitly, it is
Qlc1,c2 = 
−1
1
dcos Qc1,c2Plcos  . 19
We obtain similar equations for Sc1 ,c2 if we replace
Qlc1 ,c2 with Slc1 ,c2 in Eqs. 18 and 19.
The function Mc1 is defined in terms of Qc1 ,c2 in Eq.
14. By using Eq. 18 it simplifies to the form
Mc1 =
1
z
1
1 + f100
	
dc2c2
2f20Q0c1,c2 . 20
When expansions 17 and 18 are substituted into Eq. 11,
the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics cancels all sum-
mations. We are left with the one-dimensional equation
dgl,mc1,t
dt
= − Mc1gl,mc1,t
−

z
1
1 + f10 dc2c22f20Qlc1,c2
− 2Slc1,c2gl,mc2,t , 21
in which the entire angular dependence has been reduced to
two indices l and m. Notice that since m only appears as an
index of g, the eigenvalues of this equation will not depend
on m and will be 2l+1-fold degenerate for a given value of
l. The only effect of l is to change the kernel of this equation.
B. Symmetrized eigenvalue equation
In Eq. 21 we have a complete description of the evolu-
tion of the deviations gl,mc , t from equilibrium for the case
when gl,mc , t1. We note that it contains two terms: one
that multiplies gl,mc1 , t by a function of c1 and another that
convolves gl,mc2 , t with a kernel function of c1 and c2. The
fact that this kernel function is not symmetric under inter-
change of c1 and c2 is undesirable when a numerical solution
is attempted because a matrix corresponding to this kernel
will not be symmetric. To restore this symmetry, we define a
new function hl,mc , t which will represent the deviations
from equilibrium. The function hl,mc , t is related to gl,mc , t
by
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hl,mc,t = c	f0c1 + f0cgl,mc,t . 22
Rewritten in terms of hl,mc , t and noting that f0c /
1+ f0c=ze−c2, Eq. 21 becomes
dhl,mc1,t
dt
= − Mc1hl,mc1,t
+ dc2Klc1,c2hl,mc2,t , 23
where we have defined the symmetric kernel Klc1 ,c2 as
Klc1,c2 = c1c2e−c1
2/2−c2
2/2Qlc1,c2 − 2Slc1,c2 . 24
Equation 23 is a symmetric Fredholm integral equation
of the second kind 12 for the function hl,mc1 , t. The func-
tions Klc1 ,c2 and Mc1 appear to be continuous as shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. In the Boltzmann limit, Klc1 ,c2 is com-
pletely continuous and therefore has a countable set of real
eigenvalues. Since Klc1 ,c2 and Mc1, for nonzero z, are
computed numerically we will not try to prove the existence
of eigenvalues. Nevertheless, we expect Eq. 23 to have a
countable set of real eigenvalues due to its similarity with the
Boltzmann equation. Let us define an eigenvalue 
l
n and an
eigenfunction l
nc as the pair which satisfies

l
nl
nc1 = Mc1l
nc1 + dc2Klc1,c2lnc2 . 25
These eigenfunctions have an orthonormality condition
given by

0
	
dcl
ncl
nc = n,n. 26
The eigenvalues defined by Eq. 25 are positive and dimen-
sionless. To obtain the relaxation rates in s−1, one must first
find z from Eq. 3, which depends on the density and tem-
perature of the gas, and then find  from Eq. 8. Once the
value of  is known in s−1, the relaxation rate of any mode
l
n is given by 
l
n
.
C. Eigenfunction expansion of f(c , t)
From our knowledge of the conserved quantities of the
U-U equation, the eigenfunction 0
0c should produce a de-
viation gc that is constant. In addition, the eigenfunction
1
0c should produce a deviation proportional to c while the
eigenfunction 0
1c should produce a deviation that is pro-
portional to c2+B, where B is a constant. The normalization
constants of the eigenfunction and the constant B are deter-
mined by the condition in Eq. 26. Using this condition, we
find that the eigenfunctions are explicitly given by
0
0c =	 4z	Li1/2z ce
c2/2
ec
2
− z
, 27
1
0c =	 8z
3	Li3/2z
c2ec
2/2
ec
2
− z
, 28
0
1c =	 16zLi1/2z
15	Li5/2zLi1/2z − 9	Li3/22 z
c2 − 3Li3/2z2Li1/2z ce
c2/2
ec
2
− z
. 29
If we now expand the function hl,mc , t in terms of the
eigenfunctions l
nc according to
hl,mc,t =	 4	Li1/2z
n=0
	
Al,m
n e−
l
ntl
nc , 30
we find that we can use this along with Eqs. 17 and 22 to
write the original distribution fc as
fc,t = f0c + 1
c2


n=0
	


l=0
	


m=−l
l
Al,m
n e−
l
nt0
0cl
ncYl
mcˆ .
31
The coefficients of expansion Al,m
n depend on the initial dis-
tribution fc ,0 and are given by
0 1 2 3 4 5
c
2
4
6
8
Mc
z  0.1
z  0.5
z  0.9
FIG. 2. Plot of the function Mc versus c for three values of z.
The function is continuous for all positive values of c.
0 1 2 3 4 5
0
1
2
3
4
5
4.5
0.5
FIG. 1. Color online Plot of the function K0c1 ,c2 versus c1
and c2. The function has a cusp when c1=c2, but is continuous over
its whole domain. In this plot z=0.2.
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Al,m
n
= dcfc,0 − f0clnc
0
0c
Yl
mcˆ . 32
The entire time dependence of Eq. 31 is carried by the term
e−
l
n
t
. Using the forms for l
nc in Eqs. 27–29 one can
quickly see that A0,0
0
, A0,0
1
, and A1,m
0 are identically zero due
to the conservation laws. This ensures that even though the
eigenvalues 
0
0
, 
0
1
, and 
1
0 are zero, the distribution fc , t
decays to the equilibrium state f0c. We note that an ap-
proximation similar to that of Ref. 13 can be obtained by
assuming that all modes relax at the same rate.
Equations 31 and 32 allow us to determine the evolu-
tion of any distribution function fc , t as long as it is close
to the equilibrium distribution f0c. As mentioned in Sec.
IV, we expect that all of the discrete eigenvalues will fall
between zero and a finite limiting value, which we denote as

Lz. In Appendix B, we show that

Lz =
1
z
Li2z . 33
This expression is very useful because it sets the maximum
rate of relaxation for any possible perturbation to the velocity
distribution of the gas. It includes the Boltzmann limit,

Lz=1 as well as the interesting limit 
L1=2 /6. This
finite value of 
L for z=1 implies that all discrete eigenval-
ues remain finite. It is well known that a Bose gas undergoes
a phase transition to a Bose-Einstein condensate when z=1.
The absence of any interesting behavior in the eigenvalue
spectrum for z=1 indicates that the linearized U-U equation
is inadequate for describing this phase transition and is of
most interest for 0z1.
V. FINITE ORDINATE METHOD
We now turn toward the numerical computation of the
eigenfunctions l
nc which have nonzero eigenvalues 
l
n
. In
order to compute the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of Eq.
25 we discretize the eigenvalue equation and choose an
appropriate truncation size for the resulting matrix.
There are several ways to discretize an equation like Eq.
25; one of which is expansion in terms of a set of orthogo-
nal polynomials. Most sets of orthogonal polynomials are ill
suited as bases for these types of problems. The standard
expansion in Laguerre polynomials suffers from very slow
convergence because these polynomials are proportional to
c2 for c→0 while the true eigenfunctions are proportional to
c 11. While it is possible to choose a more appropriate set
of orthogonal polynomials, they all share the same disadvan-
tage. One must compute the matrix element of the kernel in
the polynomial basis and this is often a lengthy multidimen-
sional quadrature calculation. Finite element methods offer
another option, but these also require evaluation of the same
types of integrals of the kernel, albeit with simpler basis
functions.
Ultimately, we want to avoid as many integrations as pos-
sible so we choose a finite ordinate method based on the
work of Shizgal 11. In this method, a quadrature scheme
for evaluating integrals on 0,	 is chosen, and the integral
in Eq. 25 is evaluated directly with this scheme. We denote
the evaluation points as xi, the evaluation weights as wi, and
the total number of quadrature points as NQ. If we then de-
mand that Eq. 25 be satisfied for c1 equal to any evaluation
point xj, we obtain a standard matrix eigenvalue equation,

l
nl
nxi = Mxil
nxi + 

j=1
NQ
wjKlxi,xjl
nxj . 34
To simplify the notation we will write i=l
nxi, Mi
=Mxi, and Klxi ,xj=Kij
l
. We leave the dependence on l and
n as implied for the remainder of this section. Notice that our
attempt to produce a symmetric matrix has potentially been
foiled by the appearance of the quadrature weights wi. This
problem could be solved by only using quadrature schemes
with equal wi, but this would mean limiting ourselves to the
midpoint or trapezoid methods. This limitation severely de-
creases the convergence rate of the eigenvalue as NQ is in-
creased. Therefore, we choose to solve the problem instead
by defining
¯ i = 	wii. 35
The eigenvalue equation in terms of ¯ i is now

¯ i = Mi¯ i + 

j=1
NQ
	wiwjKijl ¯ j . 36
This equation allows us to use any quadrature scheme for xi
and wi. We would like to point out that the quantity ¯ i is
purely a computational tool and holds no physical meaning.
It is the quantity i that represents an eigenfunction of Eq.
25.
We can use the same quadrature scheme to compute the
values Mi by evaluating the integral in Eq. 20. The result is
Mi = 1 − ze−xi
2


j=1
NQ
wjxj
2 1
exj
2
− z
Q0xi,xj . 37
After numerically computing the array of values Kij
l and Mi
we define a symmetric matrix Hl as
Hij
l
= Miij + 	wiwjKijl . 38
In the next section, we describe how we find the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of Hl numerically.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR EIGENVALUES
AND EIGENVECTORS
To compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, we begin
by choosing a quadrature scheme as outlined in Sec. V. This
gives us a set of evaluation points xi and quadrature weights
wi. In general, it is not optimal to choose equally spaced
evaluation points due to the observed rapid oscillations of the
higher-order eigenfunctions near the origin. The issue be-
comes more pronounced for higher values of z.
For our quadrature scheme, we chose a fixed cutoff value
of c=6. This effectively assumes that the velocity perturba-
tions are zero beyond c=6. Plots of the eigenfunctions con-
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firm this assumption. We then subdivide the interval 0c
6 into NQ /5 subintervals, with the width of each subinter-
val proportional to cp, with p=3 in the final data. In this way
we get a much higher density of subintervals near c=0. We
then apply a five-point Gaussian quadrature to each subinter-
val. The use of a five-point method on NQ /5 subintervals
results in a total of NQ evaluation points. This scheme was
repeated with differing values p and increasing values of NQ
to gauge its accuracy. We found that schemes with p=3 pro-
duced accurate results without having to resort to large val-
ues of NQ.
In the second step, we choose a particular value of l and z
and use a Gauss-Kronrod local adaptive quadrature scheme
G7,K15 14 to evaluate the integral in Eq. 19 at the
evaluation points xi. Note that this quadrature is used to
evaluate the integral over  and is distinctly different than
the scheme for integration over c2 mentioned above. We use
this in combination with Eqs. 15 and 16 to obtain the
NQNQ matrices Qij0 , Qijl , and Sijl . From these we compute
the values Mi according to Eq. 37 and the matrices Kl and
Hl according to Eqs. 24 and 38. We then numerically
diagonalize the matrix Hl for increasing NQ and find its ei-
genvalues and eigenvectors.
To obtain an accurate estimate of the exact eigenvalues,
we do not use the numerical eigenvalues of any single ma-
trix. Instead, we plot the numerical eigenvalues versus the
inverse matrix size 1 /NQ. We then fit this plot with a poly-
nomial in 1 /NQ to extrapolate the value of intercept with the
vertical axis 15. This value is what we use for our best
estimate of the exact eigenvalues. This procedure is illus-
trated in Fig. 3 and several eigenvalues are reported in Table
I. Our procedure was also able to reproduce the classical
results for very small values of z.
A plot of interest is the dependence of the eigenvalues on
z. In the classical limit, z→0 we expect our eigenvalues to
converge to the known classical eigenvalues 8. We expect
that there are two zero eigenvalues when l=0 representing
conservation of particle number and energy and one zero
eigenvalue when l=1 representing conservation of momen-
tum. We also expect that all discrete eigenvalues will be
between zero and 
Lz as discussed in Sec. IV and Appendix
B. The plots of 
 versus z in Figs. 4 and 5 confirm our
expectations. These plots also strongly suggest that the dis-
crete eigenvalues approach finite limiting values between
zero and 2 /6 as z→1. As z approaches 1, the accuracy of
the computation decreases substantially. This can be under-
stood by looking at the plots of the eigenfunctions for high
values of z. Plots of the eigenvectors l
n for z=0.1 and z
=0.9 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The eigenvectors appear to
be continuous and bounded, but they show increasingly rapid
variations near the origin as z is increased. As z becomes
greater than about 0.95, the oscillatory features of the higher-
order eigenfunctions become smaller than the size of our
subintervals and the accuracy is lost.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have linearized the Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation for a
Bose gas interaction with a contact potential and derived
explicit forms for the kernels Q and S as functions of the
fugacity z. We then compute the spectrum of eigenvalues and
their eigenfunction. The eigenvalue spectrum has the same
form as it does for the linearized Boltzmann equation and the
eigenfunctions appear to be continuous and bounded for 0
z1.
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FIG. 3. Plot of the first nonzero eigenvalue versus inverse ma-
trix size which illustrates the fitting procedure used to estimate the
exact eigenvalues. In this plot z=0.1.
TABLE I. Several discrete eigenvalues of the Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation. The uncertainties of all values
are less than 10−5.

0
0 
0
1 
0
2 
0
3 
1
0 
1
1 
Lz
Classical 0 0 0.67123 0.91157 0 0.69503 1
z=0.1 0.0 0.0 0.69096 0.94117 0.0 0.72104 1.02618
z=0.2 0.0 0.0 0.71248 0.97354 0.0 0.74994 1.05502
z=0.5 0.0 0.0 0.79129 1.09410 0.0 0.86163 1.16448
z=0.9 0.0 0.0 0.94759 1.44144 0.0 1.14435 1.44413
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 Λ0
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 Λ0
4
FIG. 4. Plot showing the dependence of the first few l=0 eigen-
values on z. Note the two zero eigenvalues. The solid curve repre-
sents 
Lz, the start of the continuous spectrum.
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In a spatially uniform system, velocity perturbations cor-
responding to the eigenfunction l
n relax at a rate of 
l
n
,
where 
l
n is the associated eigenvalue and  is defined by Eq.
8. In a nonuniform system, these eigenfunctions can still
serve as a basis for expansion of the system’s velocity dis-
tribution.
The eigenvalues and therefore the relaxation rates in-
crease as z increases, but they remain bounded and also re-
main within an order of magnitude of their classical values.
This increase in relaxation rates is due to the Bose enhance-
ment factors of 1+ f it in the U-U equation which increases
the scattering rate compared to the classical Boltzmann equa-
tion.
A second interesting result is that the eigenvalues of the
linearized U-U equation appear to remain finite in the limit
z→1. The discrete eigenvalues of the linearized U-U equa-
tion all lie between zero and a finite limiting value 
Lz
=
1
z Li2z. Since a Bose gas undergoes a phase transition
when z=1, we would expect a more interesting behavior of
the eigenvalues. The absence of any more interesting behav-
ior indicates that the linearized U-U equation may be inca-
pable of describing the Bose gas very close to the phase
transition.
In conclusion, the Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation performs
best as a refinement to the Boltzmann equation at the level of
quantum corrections. It cannot accurately describe new pro-
cesses that occur within quantum regime such as Bose-
Einstein condensation or superfluidity. However, we find that
initial distributions which are close to the quantum regime
will relax to equilibrium at a much faster rate than if they
were treated classically. We also conclude that spectrum of
the linearized Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation predicts that dis-
tributions near equilibrium will relax exponentially toward a
Bose-Einstein equilibrium distribution.
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF THE
FUNCTIONS Q and S
In this appendix we outline the derivation of the analytical
forms for the functions Q and S given in Eqs. 15 and 16.
We also give the classical limit of these equations and show
that it agrees with the result from the Boltzmann equation for
a gas of hard spheres.
1. Evaluation of the function Q
Here, we outline the steps to arrive at Eq. 15 from Eq.
12. We begin by defining a more symmetric set of integra-
tion variables, p= 12 c3+c4 and q=c3−c4. In terms of these,
Eq. 12 becomes
Qc1,c2 =
2

 dpdq3c1 + c2 − 2pc12 + c22 − 2p2 − q22 
1 + z
ep + q/2
2
− z
1 + z
ep − q/2
2
− z
 . A1
The  functions cancel several of the integrals, leaving us
with
Qc1,c2 =
q
2
−1
1
d1 + z
ep
2+q2/4epq − z
+
z
ep
2+q2/4e−pq − z
+
z2
ep
2+q2/4epq − zep
2+q2/4e−pq − z
 , A2
where p= 12 c1+c2, q= c1−c2, and = cˆ1 · cˆ2. The final inte-
gration over  results in
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FIG. 6. A plot of l
n versus c showing the first few eigenvectors
when l=0 and z=0.1.
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FIG. 7. A plot of l
n versus c showing the first few eigenvectors
when l=0 and z=0.9.
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FIG. 5. Plot showing the dependence of the first few l=1 eigen-
values on z. Note the single zero eigenvalue. The solid curve rep-
resents 
Lz, the start of the continuous spectrum.
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Qc1,c2 =
e2p
2+q2/2
e2p
2+q2/2
− z2
 1p ln ep2+pq+q2/4 − zep2−pq+q2/4 − z − q .
A3
Rewriting this in terms of c1 and c2 gives us Eq. 15. The
function Q is manifestly symmetric in an interchange of c1
and c2. In the classical limit when z→0, we can just replace
z with zero in the expression for Q. The result simplifies to
the well-known 8,15 classical expression for hard spheres,
QCLc1,c2 = c1 − c2 . A4
2. Evaluation of the function S
For evaluation of the function S from Eq. 13, we again
define the integration variables p and q by the same formulas
as in the previous section. In terms of these, Eq. 13 be-
comes
Sc1,c2 =
2
z
ec2
2 dpdq3c1 − c2 + q
c1
2
− c2
2 + 2p · q
z
ep + 1/2q
2
− z
1 + z
ep − 1/2q
2
− z
 . A5
It is easiest to evaluate the q integration first and then evalu-
ate the p integration in cylindrical coordinates with the z axis
oriented in the direction of q. After doing this, we obtain
Sc1,c2 =
2
qz
ec2
2
0
	
pdp
1 + z
ep
2+pz
2+q2/4−pzq
− z
 z
ep
2+pz
2+q2/4+pzq
− z
,
A6
where pz= c2
2
−c1
2 /2q and q= c1−c2.
The remaining integral over p can be evaluated by defin-
ing u=ep
2
. Rewriting this result in terms of c1 and c2 gives us
Eq. 16. This equation is also symmetric under interchange
of c1 and c2. In the z→0 limit we cannot simply replace z in
Eq. 16 with zero due to the appearance of z in the denomi-
nator. A quick inspection reveals that the numerator also goes
to zero as z approaches zero. Expanding the logarithm in Eq.
16 in powers of z, we find that
Sc1,c2 =
1
zc1 − c2e−c1
2
− e−c2
2

ec1  c22/c1 − c22e−c12 − e−c22z + Oz2 ,
A7
which is indeed equal to the classical result for hard spheres
8,15,
SCLc1,c2 =
1
c1 − c2
ec1  c2
2/c1 − c2
2
. A8
APPENDIX B: THE FORM OF THE SPECTRUM AND THE
START OF THE CONTINUUM
In this appendix, we outline the steps necessary to obtain
Eq. 33. Numerical computation of the spectrum of discrete
eigenvalues for the U-U equation indicates that it takes the
same form as it does for the classical Boltzmann equation for
hard spheres. A plot of Klc1 ,c2 shows that it is continuous
and probably completely continuous although no proof cur-
rently exists. The spectrum of the U-U equation contains
two parts: a bounded region of discrete eigenvalues and an
unbounded region of continuous eigenvalues. The discrete
eigenvalues accumulate at the boundary between the discrete
and continuum regions. This boundary point is denoted by

Lz and is given by the expression that multiplies
gl,mc1 , t in Eq. 21, evaluated at c1=0 10.
We begin the calculation with the definition

Lz = M0 . B1
After substituting in from Eqs. 2, 15, 19, and 20 we
get

Lz =
1 − z
z

0
	
dc2c2
2 z
ec2
2
− z

−1
1
dcos 
P0cos 
ec2
2
ec2
2
− z2
 2
c2
ln ec22 − z
1 − z
 − c2 .
B2
The integral over  is trivial and the integral over c2 can be
evaluated analytically in terms of the polylogarithm function
Li2z. The result is

Lz =
1
z
− 2 Li2− z − Li2z + Li2z2 . B3
Using an identity which can be easily proved from the defi-
nition Li2z2=2 Li2z+2 Li2−z, this simplifies to

Lz =
Li2z
z
. B4
Figures 4 and 5 show a plot of 
Lz along with several
eigenvalues.
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